U3 Universal Tool Cutter Grinder
Item Code: ECG-GD-U3
Mini Order:

1 set

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

132.0lb (60kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
Application:
For grinding HSS and carbide cutter, single lip or multiple lip cutters of various shapes?such as radiuses cutters or negative taper angle
of cutters.

Product Highlights:
• Maximun collect capacity: ?25mm.
• Taper angle: 0~ 180°.
• Relief angle: 0~ 45 (degree).
• Negative angle: 0~ 52 (degree).
• Cup grinding wheel: 100x35x20mm.
• The universal index head is provided at 24 positions so that any particular angle of shape can be obtained.
• It is allowed for the grinding to rotated 3600 or 100 with the End Mill Twist Drill Lathe tool, it only needs to be attached to the index
head, and there is no complex setup.
Warranty and after sales services:
One year of warranty except the spare parts.
24 hours technical support by mail or phone.
User friendly English manual on how to use the machine and accomplish the maintenance.
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QA

Q

Does the price of U3 Universal Tool Cutter Grinder include collets and attachement,like diamond wheel?

Yes, it includes the attachement.

A
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Q

Does the machine include the drill bit holder, lathe tool holder and end mill holder and will it take C5 collets. Regards Anthony

Dear friend,thanks for questions.Yes,this machine include all parts that you asked.Usually we will match with 3pcs of

A

5C collects.Any questions,feel free to contact with us.
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Q

A

Voltage for motor USA ?

Thank you for your question ! Yes, we can provide Voltage for USA 110V . have a nice day !
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Q

A

Does this come with the attachment to regrind the flutes of a End Mill. I did notice it comes with the 5-c collet set up to
regrind the ends of the End mill but I'm looking to regrind the flutes or the sides of the end mill If its not included do you offer
the attachment and how much is it? Thank you for your time

Thank you for your question ! please check the webpage carefully , you will find what it includes . have a nice day !
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